Successful Information and communication technology (ICT) can cause rapid development in administrative processes. ICT strategies and ICT plans should be evaluated to align with organization visions and missions in order to achieve effective use of ICT in their organizations [1]. Efficient Software and Hardware together play a vital role giving relevant information which helps improving ways we do business, learn, communicate, entertain and work. This exposes to an environment with significant risks which are vulnerable to inside or outside attacks [2, 3] . Security is a degree of protection or resistance from harm. Security can also be defined as a layer created to separate assets from threats [4] . In order to understand clearly about security, it is very important to understand important terminologies [5] . This research paper talks about important terminologies, concerns and challenges on Information System and Security Audit. This research seeks explanation from the observed phenomena, problems or behavior and thus exploratory research is used. The outcome of this research is an overview of different security concerns that must be sincerely addressed in any Information System and Security Audit.
Introduction
There are three major sections that deal with security controls in any organizations and they are Management Controls, Operation Controls and Technical Controls. Managerial Controls are such techniques and concerns that deal with managerial security and focus on management of risk and computer security of the program within the organization. Operation Controls are such techniques and concerns that deal with security at operation level and focus on controls that are implemented and executed by people and often rely on management and technical controls. Technical Controls are such techniques and concerns that deal with technical security and focus on security controls that the computer system executes [6] .
Computer Security
Computer security is the automation of IS to achieve the goal of preserving confidentiality, integrity and availability of IS resources such as information, data, firmware, software, hardware and support systems. Following are elements of computer security:
• The mission of organization should be supported.
• Sound Management should be an integral element.
• It should be cost effective.
•
The responsibilities and accountabilities for computer security should be made explicit.
It is responsibility of System owners even outside their own organizations.
It requires integrated and comprehensive approach.
• It should be periodically reassessed.
It is constrained by societal factor.
Followings are some of the security terms:
Integrity
Accurate, timely, consistent and complete information has integrity which is difficult for computer to protect. Integrity is narrowly discussed in two facets: data integrity and system integrity. "Data integrity is a requirement that information and programs are changed only in a specified and authorized manner [6] ." System integrity is a requirement that a system "performs its intended function in an unimpaired manner, free from deliberate or inadvertent unauthorized manipulation of the system [7] ."
Availability
A "requirement intended to assure that systems work promptly and service is not denied to authorized users [6] ."
Confidentiality
Confidentiality is the maintaining of privacy or not disclosing of information to unauthorized person.
Accountability
The accountability is the explicit responsibility of users, providers and owners [8] .
Awareness
Users, Providers and owners must be able to perceive, feel and be conscious to gain appropriate knowledge to maintain security of their information system [8] .
Ethics
The IS and security of information should be used in a way where the legitimate interests and rights of others are respected. Table 1 shows eight IT control requirements and possible security control tools. 
Information Security
Information Security refers to the protection or safeguarding of any information from being breached against any unauthorized access and maintains integrity and confidentiality [5] . With growing dependency on the internet and email, security risks and breaches are also increasing drastically. In first six months of one year, there has been a report of 76,000 such breaches and for entire previous year there had been only 6,000 less than reported incidences [10] .
Cyber threats and frauds are increasing day by day because of several reasons such as failure of internal control system and failure of organizations to update to new set of risk. Smart fraudsters, people that target weakness or holes in a system, also are a type of threats or attacks.
Fig 1 Data Records and Breaches

Fig 2 Financial Loss due to Trojans
A research shows that majority of data records lost or stolen by industry are for retail business, i.e. about 56.58%, as shown in Fig-1 . Similarly, majority of breaches i.e. about 55.29% are through Malicious Outsider. According to the Symantec Survey 2014 report, 95% of the cases of infection, almost every type of financial institution from commercial bank to credit union, is targeted as shown in Fig-2 . The rest 5% involved traditional online services like social media, ecommerce websites, web-mails, employment websites etc. Key finding of Symantec included the fact that the top 9 targeted Financial Institutions among 95% of the threats to financial institutions were targeted by more than 40% of all Trojans analyzed. "Focused Attack" and "Broader Strokes" were the two dominant strategies identified by Symantec in their reports [11] .
The researcher has made a review on some common terms reflecting security, hacking, threats or cyber frauds [12] .
SQL Injections
SQL injections refers to manipulation and execution of SQL queries through html forms or URLs where the attacker insert SQL meta-characters executed by the backend database thus providing and revealing or inserting or updating data in the database [13] . A research as shown in Fig-3 shows that SQL Injection was most prevalent vulnerability in 2012 [14] . 
URL Manipulations
URL Manipulation is a way to access information through the vulnerabilities in the URL in an online system if the data is being sent and received using GET method. The application must validate the URL values with session token and must analyze the query string before pushing it to business logic layer [13] .
Cross-Site Scripting Attack (XSS Attack)
Cross-Site Scripting Attack, also known as XSS attack is targeted to such vulnerabilities where input and output validations and file system permission has not been strictly and properly implemented. In such case, a user input can be manipulated and the result to the webpage can be printed out with user's original input thus revealing some information which was not meant to be revealed [13] .
Session Hijacking
Session Hijacking refers to exploitation where a hacker takes over the session between two computer systems for further manipulations. The attacker steals a valid session ID which can be used to retrieve the data from the system [14] .
DoS & DDoS
Denial of Service (DoS) Attack is an attack on a computer resource or network by flooding it with non-legitimate service request or traffic, thus preventing it to serve genuine requests. A Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) Attack involves a multitude of a compromised system attacking a single target, thereby causing DoS for users of targeted system [14] .
Virus/ Malicious Code
Virus is such malicious code or instructions written by a programmer with a bad intention to damage, destroy, degrade or affect the performance of the computer resource or information. Viruses are usually created for inflicting damages to competitor, financial benefit, research projects, play prank, vandalism, and cyber terrorism or distribute political messages.
Trojan
Trojan is a malicious code contained insider a harmless looking program or application to get control and cause damage to the victim's computer and data. Some popular Trojans and common ports used by them are as mentioned in the Table 2 . Trojan is a name coined from a similar event inn ancient Greek Mythology, where, a gift of huge wooden horse by Greece to Troy in peace and cease war was left at the gate of Troy as they could not defeat the Troy's because of their fortified Walls. The gift actually had unknown presence of a troop of army inside responsible to open the gates of Troy to let the army of Greece invade at the late night.
Table 2 Trojans and Common Ports used by Trojan
Trojan is a security breaking and harmful malicious code in disguise of a benign. Trojan gets activated upon certain predefined actions and can create a covert communication to steal sensitive data between victim's computer and attacker [11] .
Phishing
Phishing is the act of trying to acquire user access or financial credentials such as credit card information or internet banking access.
Network Scanning
Network Scanning is the process of scanning and identifying active hosts on the network for purpose of getting information such as IP address, host etc which helps in planning future attacks.
Worms
Computer worms are malicious programs which can replicate and spread within a computer or network system consuming huge resources and thus making the performance of the computer or network system slower without any human consent or interaction. Typically, a worm does not involve in any data stealth activities [11] .
Wrapper
A wrapper is a tool that binds Trojan executable with a clean and trustable looking application such as games or office applications.
Hacking
Hacking refers to exploiting system vulnerabilities and compromising security control to gain unauthorized or inappropriate access to the system resources. 
Security Assessment
Security Assessment is must for every organization for the assurance of validity of data and resources on the network. Security assessment might include security audit, vulnerability assessments and penetration testing or ethical hacking.
Security Audit
Security Audit focusses primarily on people and processes used to design, manage, monitor and implement security on the network. Security Audit is a systematic, measurable technical assessment on how security policy in an organization has been employed and implemented. The auditor must align properly with ICT security policies of an organization for a successful security audit. IT management usually initiates security audit and the security audit technical assessment can be done manually or automatically by using Table-3 steps:   Table 3 Security Audit Assessment [14] Manual Assessment Automatic Assessment
Interviewing the Staff Generating Audit Reports
Reviewing Application and Operating Systems Access Controls
Monitoring and Reporting the changes in the files.
Analyzing Physical Access to the systems
Vulnerability Assessment
Vulnerability assessment is done to assess vulnerability where threats from hackers, former employees, and internal employees can be determined. This assessment helps in figuring out the security weakness by scanning the network. Vulnerability Assessment can provide information for network segments for IP enabled devices; enumerate systems, operating systems and applications, common security mistakes such as weaker password, inappropriate file/folder permissions, default services and applications that might need to be uninstalled. A vulnerability assessment must assess various network or system components such as communication failure, e-commerce failure, loss of confidential information, public facing systems websites, email gateways, remote access platforms, mail, DNS, firewalls, passwords, FTP, IIS, web servers [14] .
Penetration Testing
A penetration testing stimulates a process that intruders use to gain unauthorized access to an organization's network system and then compromise them. Penetration Testing is primarily used to assess the security model of entire network system and reveals potential consequences of a real hacker breaking into the network. Penetration Testing must be used in an organization
•
To identify threats in organization •
To reduce an organization's expenditure on IT security and enhance Return On Security Investment (ROSI) by identify and remediating vulnerabilities or weakness.
•
To provide assurance with comprehensive assessment of organization's security including policy, procedure, design and implementation. Facilitates an organization to take necessary steps to ensure its confidentiality and integrity
Network Mapping & OS Fingerprinting
To get an idea of the network's configuration being tested.
Spoofing
To figure out whether use of one machine to pretend other is used for both internal and external penetration tests
Network Sniffing
To capture the data as it travels across a network Trojan Attacks To traces malicious code or programs sent into a network as email attachments or transferred via instant message
Brute-Force Attack
To trace any password cracking method in the network system which can overload system and possibly stop it from responding genuine requests Vulnerability Scanning For comprehensive examination of the targeted areas of an organization's network infrastructure.
Scenario Analysis
For Final phase analysis for testing, making risk assessment of vulnerabilities.
Conclusion
The researcher presented some of major security concerns in Information System and Security Audit and recommends use of security assessment periodically for healthy IS infrastructure and data security.
